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Communication Skills for Professionals
Managerial Communication
The book is a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers presented at International Conference on Information
System Design and Intelligent Applications (INDIA 2017) held at Duy Tan University, Da Nang, Vietnam during 15-17 June
2017. The book covers a wide range of topics of computer science and information technology discipline ranging from
image processing, database application, data mining, grid and cloud computing, bioinformatics and many others. The
various intelligent tools like swarm intelligence, artificial intelligence, evolutionary algorithms, bio-inspired algorithms have
been well applied in different domains for solving various challenging problems.

Applied Business Statistics
Keeping in pace with the changing accounting practices, this revised edition of Advanced Accounts - Volume II provides a
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contemporary and comprehensive presentation of accounting concepts and applications.

Intelligent Communication Technologies and Virtual Mobile Networks
The book presents research papers presented by academicians, researchers, and practicing structural engineers from India
and abroad in the recently held Structural Engineering Convention (SEC) 2014 at Indian Institute of Technology Delhi during
22 – 24 December 2014. The book is divided into three volumes and encompasses multidisciplinary areas within structural
engineering, such as earthquake engineering and structural dynamics, structural mechanics, finite element methods,
structural vibration control, advanced cementitious and composite materials, bridge engineering, and soil-structure
interaction. Advances in Structural Engineering is a useful reference material for structural engineering fraternity including
undergraduate and postgraduate students, academicians, researchers and practicing engineers.

Nonverbal Communication
Atkinson & Hilgard's Introduction to Psychology
"Professional Communication" presents ten studies of communication practices in a variety of professional contexts. By
drawing on diverse methodologies from fields such as conversation analysis, intercultural communication, and
organizational studies, the essays here examine how language is constructed, managed, and consumed in various
professional situations, ranging from academic settings to business negotiations. One important theme of the book is its
emphasis on the collaboration between researchers and professionals. The contributors strongly believe that such
collaborative partnership will provide direct implications for improving workplace communication and enhance better
understanding of the construction of professional identity and organizational behaviour. This book will appeal to not only
scholars and researchers in discourse analysis, intercultural communication and professional studies, but also practitioners
in the related fields and disciplines.

Advanced Accounts Vol-2
A book to assist anesthesiologists in their role as perioperative physicians This South Asia edition of the anesthesiology
classic Stoelting’s Anesthesia and Co-Existing Disease serves as a ready reference for perioperative care of patients with coexisting diseases. The book provides a detailed description including pathophysiology, medical management, and
anesthesia care of most diseases encountered in the routine practice of anesthesia. The management of anesthesia is
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presented in a concise, comprehensive manner, giving the guidance required to provide safe anesthesia care in the
perioperative period, avoiding the complications that may arise from preexisting conditions. Updated regionally relevant
content, current recommendations and guidelines, and easy-to-follow algorithms make it a useful companion to
anesthesiologists. As a special feature for postgraduate students, this book incorporates exam questions at the end of each
chapter. Presents detailed descriptions of common diseases and highlights of some rare diseases Includes a new chapter on
anesthesia implications in patients with snake bite and scorpion bite Includes a new chapter on burns and postburns
sequelae Provides current, updated content on anesthesia concerns in regionally relevant diseases like dengue, malaria,
chickenpox and conditions like valvular heart disease in pregnancy Features many figures, tables, diagrams, and photos to
clearly understand concepts and to clarify critical points Presents key points at the end of each chapter to summarize the
content Features exam-oriented questions at the end of each chapter, for the benefit of exam-going MD and DNB
anesthesiology residents

Professional Ethics and Human Values
"The Teacher's grammar of English enables English language teachers and teachers-in-training to fully understand and
effectively teach English grammar. With comprehensive presentation of form, meaning, and usage, along with practical
exercises and advice on teaaching difficult structures, it is both a complete grammar course and an essential reference
text."--Back cover.

Principles of Management
The book teaches the basics of the Oracle database from a beginner s perspective to the advanced concepts using a handson approach. Each and every concept has been elaborated with suitable practical examples along with code for clear and
precise understanding of the topic. Using a practical approach, the book explains how to retrieve, add, update and delete
data in the Oracle database using SQL, SQL*PLUS and PL/SQL. In the process, it discusses the various data types and builtin functions of Oracle, as well as the sorting of records and the table operations. The text also includes coverage of
advanced queries using special operators, Oracle security, indexing, and stored functions and procedures. The book is
suitable for undergraduate engineering students of Computer Science and Information Technology, B.Sc. (Computer
Science/IT), M.Sc. (Computer Science/IT) and students of Computer Applications (BCA, MCA, PGDCA, and DCA). Besides, the
book can be used as a reference by professionals pursuing short-term courses on Oracle Database and students of Oracle
Certified Courses.

The Teacher's Grammar of English with Answers
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Schaum's Outline of Discrete Mathematics, Revised Third Edition
ECON MICRO
This book gathers selected papers presented at the Inventive Communication and Computational Technologies conference
(ICICCT 2019), held on 29–30 April 2019 at Gnanamani College of Technology, Tamil Nadu, India. The respective
contributions highlight recent research efforts and advances in a new paradigm called ISMAC (IoT in Social, Mobile,
Analytics and Cloud contexts). Topics covered include the Internet of Things, Social Networks, Mobile Communications, Big
Data Analytics, Bio-inspired Computing and Cloud Computing. The book is chiefly intended for academics and practitioners
working to resolve practical issues in this area.

Communication Skills
Introduction to Kinesics
The first edition of English Language Skills for Engineers by Aruna Koneru is designed to enhance the English
communication skills of students pursuing engineering courses. It will enable them in acquiring proficiency in all the four
language skills – listening, speaking, reading and writing (LSRW). The text also provides different methods to improve
vocabulary so that learners get fully equipped to face challenges of communication at workplace. This book provides a fresh
approach to meet professional requirements of the use of language in a comprehensive and effective way to suit the
technological and informative age. Salient Features: Ø Well-crafted application modules to guide learners through “learning
by applying” process. Ø Rich Pedagogy tools - Marginalia, Check-Point, Test Your Pronunciation, Communication Skill etc. Ø
Adherence to the latest AICTE model syllabus.

Professional Communication Skills: A Handbook for IBMS Students
Rutherfoord presents clear simplified explanations of the practical applications of writing in vocational/technical fields. The
motivational reading passages are designed to stimulate readers' interest in vocabulary and introduce traditional and
applied writing assignments. The text provides accessible explanations and exercises in language and style, writing
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elements, forms of technical communications, grammar units and mechanics units, as well as job search techniques. For
individuals needing an introduction to writing for technical/vocational fields.

International Business Correspondence
Information Systems Design and Intelligent Applications
Basic Communication Skills for Technology
International business correspondence is not simply writing or information exchange. It is something that you want others
to know about you – to know about your business and the way you deal with business transactions. It is by the way you
create your letter that your reader can identify whether you are friendly, rude, or you just simply want to do business. Your
letter shows your attitude. This is one reason why it is important to consider your way of writing, write professionally and
with courtesy. Success of business transactions is not only dependent on your ability to talk and communicate verbally, but
also the way you communicate in letters. How important is learning the proper way of writing business letters? This book
will help you to improve your written communication by guiding you through the steps and guidelines of making an
effective letter. Aside from that, you will learn to see that planning is important. Gathering information and doing some
research will help you. As you go through answer complaints, it will save you to make adjustments, it is important and
friendly to reply to inquiries, it is good to be precise in your quotations, it is proper to acknowledge placed orders or
acknowledge payment, it is worth to check all outgoing orders for shipment and delivery, it is important to have an
insurance policy, it is tedious to deal internationally without bank transactions, and it is by connection that you can increase
your sales. You need to connect to your customers and readers in order to build a good working relationship. If you are able
to establish a good relationship, they will value you as their business partners. Skills in creating business letters are
important for the success of your business. Business letter writing skills will also boost your confidence as a businessman
and will help boosting your business as well. This book aims to help students to develop their skills and confidence in
writing international busi-ness letters. It can also serve as a reference for students at college and university levels.

English Language Skills for Engineers
Business Communication
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The nineteenth edition of this authoritative text continues the legacy of its earlier editions and provides a comprehensive
coverage of many advanced accounting topics. Detailed fundamentals provide a natural grounding and help in gaining
accounting skills and knowledge. The book is aimed at CA/CS and other professional courses such as CPT, PCC, ICWA and
others. The book could be used to great advantage by students of B.Com (Hons.) and accounting professionals.

Microelectronics, Electromagnetics and Telecommunications
FOR B.COM (HONS.) EXAMS , C.A. (FOUNDATION ) C.A. (INTER.) C.A. (FINAL) , C.S.(FOUNDATION , C.S. (INTER.) N& OTHER
SIMILAR EXAMINATIONS .

From Machine-to-Machine to the Internet of Things: Introduction to a New Age of Intelligence
Suralakshmi Choudhury, a gynaecologist based in Delhi, falls in love at the age of thirty-one, marries and has a son.
Suddenly, five years after his birth, she abandons everything including the house gifted to her by her father and her
flourishing medical career, to travel to an obscure village in Bengal and open a free clinic for women and children. She
leaves her son behind but takes along a poor Muslim girl, she has adopted. What makes her take this strange decision?
Suralakshmi’s actions confound her relatives and it is from their accounts of the incidents, letters, memoirs, and flashbacks
– from a more distant past – that the story comes together and the layers and nuances in the enigmatic character of
Suralakshmi are brought to light. In Suralakshmi Villa, Aruna Chakravarti blends the narrative of the novel with history,
legend, music, religion, folklore, rituals and culinary practices of both Hindus and Muslims, and creates a fascinating
tapestry which reveals the syncretic nature of Bengal and her people.

Oracle Database 11g : Hands-On Sql & Pl/sql
English Language Skills
Business Communication 2e provides comprehensive and in-depth coverage of the concepts and key applications of
business communication. The second edition of this text for management students has been revised to reflect recent
changes in the business environment and the needs of students.

Stoelting's Anesthesia and Co-existing Disease, Third South Asia Edition
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The book discusses the latest developments and outlines future trends in the fields of microelectronics, electromagnetics
and telecommunication. It contains original research works presented at the International Conference on Microelectronics,
Electromagnetics and Telecommunication (ICMEET 2018), organised by GVP College of Engineering (A), Andhra Pradesh,
India. The respective papers were written by scientists, research scholars and practitioners from leading universities,
engineering colleges and R&D institutes from all over the world, and share the latest breakthroughs in and promising
solutions to the most important issues facing today’s society.

Graphics for Learning
Suralakshmi Villa
A Practical, Strategic Approach to Managerial Communication Managerial Communication: Strategies and Applications
focuses on communication skills and strategies that managers need to be successful in today’s workplace. Known for its
holistic overview of communication, solid research base, and focus on managerial competencies, this text continues to be
the market leader in the field. In the Seventh Edition, author Geraldine E. Hynes and new co-author Jennifer R. Veltsos
preserve the book’s strategic perspective and include new updates to reflect the modern workplace. The new edition adds a
chapter on visual communication that explains how to design documents, memorable presentations, and impactful
graphics. New coverage of virtual teams, virtual presentations, and online communication help students avoid common
pitfalls when using technology.

Financial Accounting
The latest book from Cengage Learning on Atkinson & Hilgard's Introduction to Psychology

Professional Communication
In today’s competitive and globalized world, communication has become an essential tool for everyone—be they students,
academics or professionals. For technocrats and professionals, it becomes all the more necessary to acquire good
communication skills as they have to communicate effectively with all their business and professional colleagues. This book
on Communication Skills for Professionals, now in its Second Edition, strives to equip the students of engineering and
technology with the requisite knowledge of effective communication. Divided into seven parts, this compact and studentfriendly text discusses the various aspects of language such as vocabulary, grammar, verbs, phrasal verbs, voices, tenses,
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transformation and synthesis of sentences. Besides, the book gives a clear analysis of such skills as writing, reading,
listening and public speaking. Finally, the book ends with means of effective communication, business communication,
situational dialogues, public speaking skills, body language, and group discussions (GDs). The book which is suffused with
plenty of examples and skillfully designed questions, is primarily intended as a textbook for the first-year engineering
students of West Bengal University of Technology (WBUT) for their core course on English Language and Communication. It
is activity based and classroom tested and would be highly useful also for B.Tech./BE students across the country. WHAT’S
NEW TO THIS EDITION : A new chapter on Business Communication New sections on Business Talk and Meetings Gives the
characteristics of a good speaker Has more indepth study of listening and reading skills.

Advanced Accounts Volume–I, 19th Edition
This book outlines the background and overall vision for the Internet of Things (IoT) and Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
communications and services, including major standards. Key technologies are described, and include everything from
physical instrumentation of devices to the cloud infrastructures used to collect data. Also included is how to derive
information and knowledge, and how to integrate it into enterprise processes, as well as system architectures and
regulatory requirements. Real-world service use case studies provide the hands-on knowledge needed to successfully
develop and implement M2M and IoT technologies sustainably and profitably. Finally, the future vision for M2M technologies
is described, including prospective changes in relevant standards. This book is written by experts in the technology and
business aspects of Machine-to-Machine and Internet of Things, and who have experience in implementing solutions.
Standards included: ETSI M2M, IEEE 802.15.4, 3GPP (GPRS, 3G, 4G), Bluetooth Low Energy/Smart, IETF 6LoWPAN, IETF
CoAP, IETF RPL, Power Line Communication, Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Sensor Web Enablement (SWE), ZigBee,
802.11, Broadband Forum TR-069, Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) Device Management (DM), ISA100.11a, WirelessHART, MBUS, Wireless M-BUS, KNX, RFID, Object Management Group (OMG) Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) Key
technologies for M2M and IoT covered: Embedded systems hardware and software, devices and gateways, capillary and
M2M area networks, local and wide area networking, M2M Service Enablement, IoT data management and data
warehousing, data analytics and big data, complex event processing and stream analytics, knowledge discovery and
management, business process and enterprise integration, Software as a Service and cloud computing Combines both
technical explanations together with design features of M2M/IoT and use cases. Together, these descriptions will assist you
to develop solutions that will work in the real world Detailed description of the network architectures and technologies that
form the basis of M2M and IoT Clear guidelines and examples of M2M and IoT use cases from real-world implementations
such as Smart Grid, Smart Buildings, Smart Cities, Participatory Sensing, and Industrial Automation A description of the
vision for M2M and its evolution towards IoT
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Indian National Bibliography
For courses in Business and Professional Communication Real business examples and fundamental skill building Business
and Professional Communication places a strong emphasis on presentations in business settings to better prepare students
for the realities of daily career life. Jim DiSanza and Nancy Legge's comprehensive topic coverage offers clear guidance for
all communication practices in businesses and organizations. Centered on the notion that business communication can
influence the interpretation of issues and events, the Sixth Edition provides students with practical tips, contemporary
applications, and a survey of the relevant contexts for business and professional communication. NOTE: This ISBN is for a
Pearson Books a la Carte edition: a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf text. In addition to the flexibility offered by
this format, Books a la Carte editions offer students great value, as they cost significantly less than a bound textbook.

Business and Professional Communication
Disaster Management
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40
million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow,
topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. This
Schaum's Outline gives you: Practice problems with full explanations that reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-todate developments in your course field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your classroom
text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your
best test scores! Schaum's Outlines-Problem Solved.

Advances in Structural Engineering
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This option is
perfect for those students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Readers gain a strong understanding of
economic principles with the hundreds of lively examples found in ECON Micro. This book draws on familiar life experiences
to help explain economic concepts, choices, institutions, and events. A friendly writing style is makes the material clear and
more direct. Understandable graphs and exhibits include captions that summarize key points for review, color-coded
curves, and helpful labels for clarification. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
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product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Professional Communication Skills: An Approach Towards
The present book provides a comprehensive coverage of all the topics of the Professional Communication syllabus for
B.Pharm students of UPTU. It focuses on communication in different contexts, explaining students how to communicate in a
variety of situations. Divided broadly in five units and 33 chapters the book includes: * English Grammar and Usage. *
Comprehension and Composition. * Paralanguage. * Non-verbal Communication and Presentation Techniques * Application
of Behavioural Science. * Rules of Punctuation and Capitalization. * Distinction between Similar Expressions. * Various Types
of Common Errors in English. * Previous Years Question Papers. Each chapter in the book contains a brief theoretical
discussion of the topic and provides guidelines with solved exercises for using the practice material as follows:

Professional Communication
This Book Contains Seven Chapters, Each Dealing With One Major Natural Disaster Encountered In Our Country. Each Of The
Authors Is An Expert In That Particular Field. The Outstanding Contribution Of This Book Is That It Not Only Deals With The
Forecasting And Description Of The Various Natural Disasters, But Also Stresses The Management Aspect, Exhaustively
Detailing The Necessary Steps That Need To Be Taken To Deal With The Fallout In The Wake Of These Disasters. The Book
Also Describes The Advances In Remote Sensing And The State-Of-The-Art Technology Available In India For The Monitoring
And Prediction Of These Phenomena. It Also Draws Up A Comprehensive Warning System To Be Implemented, In Order To
Minimize The Extensive Losses To Life And Property That Occur Year After Year.

Advanced Accounts Volume–II, 19th Edition
The second revised edition of the book fully covers Metal Cutting and Tool Design taught at undergraduate and postgraduate courses at different universities and institutes. The basic principles required in understanding the subject are
explained in detail and at the same time advance topics in the subject are discussed with a number of illustrations and
photographs. The prominent topics covered in this book include: • Mechanics of metal cutting • Study of cutting force •
Heat in metal cutting • Tool wear, Tool failure, Tool life • Tool materials • Cutting Fluids • Economics of machining • Cutting
Tool Design-single point, drill, milling cutter, broach • Cutting tool manufacturing • Computer aided temperature and stress
analysis in Cutting Tool • Gear Cutting tools • Design of reamer • Thread cutting tools

Inventive Communication and Computational Technologies
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Are you getting the most learning value from visuals? Thoroughly revised and updated, Graphics for Learning is the second
edition of the bestselling book that summarizes the guidelines for the best use of graphics for instructional materials,
including multimedia, texts, working aids, and slides. The guidelines are based on the most current empirical scientific
research and are illustrated with a wealth of examples from diverse training materials. The authors show how to plan
illustrations for various types of content, including facts, concepts, processes, procedures, and principles. The book also
discusses technical and environmental factors that will influence how instructional professionals can apply the guidelines to
their training projects. Praise for the First Edition "For years I've been looking for a book that links cognitive research on
learning to graphics and instructional design. Here it is! Ruth Clark and Chopeta Lyons not only explain how to make
graphics work—they've created a very interesting read, full of useful guidelines and examples." —Lynn Kearny, CPT,
instructional designer and graphic communicator, Graphic Tools for Thinking and Learning "Finally! A book that integrates
visual design into the larger context of instructional design and development." —Linda Lohr, Ed.D., author, Creating
Graphics for Learning and assistant professor, University of Northern Colorado

Cornerstone: Developing Soft Skills
Metal Cutting and Tool Design, 2nd Edition
This book presents the outcomes of the Intelligent Communication Technologies and Virtual Mobile Networks Conference
(ICICV 2019) held in Tirunelveli, India, on February 14–15, 2019. It presents the state of the art in the field, identifying
emerging research topics and communication technologies and defining the future of intelligent communication approaches
and virtual computing. In light of the tremendous growth ICT, it examines the rapid developments in virtual reality in
communication technology and high-quality services in mobile networks, including the integration of virtual mobile
computing and communication technologies, which permits new technologies based on the resources and services of
computational intelligence, big data analytics, Internet of Things (IoT), 5G technology, automation systems, sensor
networks, augmented reality, data mining, and vehicular ad hoc networks with massive cloud-based backend. These
services have a significant impact on all areas of daily life, like transportation, e-commerce, health care, secure
communication, location detection, smart home, smart city, social networks and many more.
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